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Lisa D. Delpit

Acquisition of Literate Discourse: Bowing Before the Master?

A friend and colleague who teaches in a college of education at a major midwestern university told me a story of one of her graduate students. The young woman, whom I will call Marge, received from a private foundation a special fellowship designed to increase the numbers of faculty holding doctorates at Black colleges. Marge applied to the doctoral program at my friend’s university and traveled to the institution to take a few classes while awaiting the decision.

Apparently the admissions committee did not quite know what to do with her, for here was someone who was already on campus with a fellowship but who, based on GRE scores and writing samples, they determined was not capable of doing doctoral level work. Finally, the committee agreed to admit Marge into the master’s program, even though she already held a master’s degree. Marge accepted the offer. My friend—I’ll call her Susan—got to know Marge when the department head asked her to “work with” the new student who was considered “at risk” of not successfully completing the degree.

Susan began a program to help Marge learn how to cope with the academic setting. Susan recognized early on that Marge was very talented, but that she did not understand how to maneuver her way through academic writing, reading, and talking. In their first encounters, Susan and Marge discussed the comments instructors had written on Marge’s papers, and how the next paper might incorporate the professor’s concerns. The next summer, Susan had Marge write weekly synopses of articles related to educational issues. When they met, Marge talked through her ideas while Susan took notes. Together they translated the ideas into the “discourse of teacher education.” Marge then rewrote the papers referring to their conversations and Susan’s extensive written comments.

Susan continued to work with Marge, both in and out of the classroom, during the following year. By the end of the year, Marge’s instructors began telling Susan that Marge was a real star, that she had written the best papers in their classes. When faculty received funding for various projects, she became one of the most sought after research assistants in the college. And when she applied for entry into the doctoral program the next fall, even though her GRE scores were still low, she was accepted with no hesitation. Her work now includes research and writing that challenge predominant attitudes about the potential of poor children to achieve.

This story is one of commitment and transformation. It speaks to many of the issues that fuel the work I do in education and literacy development. It shows how people, given the proper support, can “make it” in culturally alien environments. It makes clear that standardized test scores have little to say about one’s actual ability. And it demonstrates that supporting students’...
transformation demands an extraordinary amount of time and commitment, but that teachers can make a difference if they are willing to make that commitment.

I begin with this anecdote because it is one story among many that has led me to challenge certain beliefs often expressed among educators. I have encountered a certain sense of powerlessness and paralysis among many sensitive and well-meaning literacy educators who appear to be caught in the throes of a dilemma. Although their job is to teach literate discourse styles to all of their students, they question whether that is a task they can actually accomplish for poor students and students of color. Furthermore, they question whether they are acting as agents of oppression by insisting that students who are not already a part of the “mainstream” learn that discourse. Does it not smack of racism or classism to demand that these students put aside the language of their homes and communities and adopt a discourse that is not only alien but has often been instrumental in furthering their oppression? In this article I hope to help dispel that sense of paralysis and powerlessness and suggest a path of commitment and action that not only frees teachers to teach what they know but to do so in a way that transforms and liberates their students.

Literacy and Discourse

This article got its start as I pondered the dilemmas expressed by educators. It continued to evolve when a colleague sent a set of articles to me for comment. The articles, authored by literacy specialist James Paul Gee (“Literacy, Discourse, and Linguistics: Introduction” and “What is Literacy?”), are the lead articles of a special issue of the Journal of Education (1989) devoted solely to Gee’s work. The papers brought to mind many of the perspectives of the educators I describe. My colleague, an academic with an interest in literacy issues in communities of color, was disturbed by much of what she read in the articles and wanted a second opinion.

As I first read the far-reaching, politically-sensitive articles, I found that I agreed with much that Gee wrote, as I have with his earlier work. He argues that literacy is much more than reading and writing but, rather, it is part of a larger political entity that he calls a “Discourse.” Discourse in this sense is construed as something of an “identity kit,” that is, ways of “saying-writing-doing-being-valuing-believing,” examples of which might be the Discourse of lawyers, the Discourse of academics, or the Discourse of men. He adds that one never learns simply to read or write, but to read and write within some larger Discourse, and therefore within some larger set of values and beliefs.

Gee maintains that there are primary Discourses, those learned in the home, and secondary Discourses, which are attached to institutions or groups one might later encounter. He also argues that all Discourses are not equal in status, that some are socially dominant—carry with them social power and access to economic success—and some non-dominant.

The status of individuals born into a particular Discourse tends to be maintained because primary Discourses are related to secondary Discourses of similar status in our society (for example, the middle-class home Discourse to school Discourse, or the working class African-American home Discourse to the Black church Discourse). Status is also maintained because dominant groups in a society apply frequent “tests” of fluency in the dominant Discourses, often focused on its most superficial aspects—grammar, style, mechanics—so as to exclude from full participation those who are not born to positions of power.

These arguments resonate in many ways with what I also believe to be true. However, as I reread and pondered the articles, I began to get a sense of my colleague’s discomfort. I also began to understand how that discomfort related to some concerns I have about the perspectives of educators who sincerely hope to help educate poor children and children of color to become successful and literate, but who find themselves paralyzed by their own conception of the task.

There are two aspects of Gee’s arguments that I find problematic. First is Gee’s notion that people who have not been born into dominant Discourses will find it exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to acquire such a Discourse. He argues that Discourses cannot be “overtly” taught, particularly in a classroom, but can only be acquired by enculturation in the home or by “apprenticeship” into social practices. Those who wish to gain access to the goods and status connected to a dominant Discourse must have access to the social practices related to that
Discourse. That is, in order to learn the "rules" required for admission into a particular dominant Discourse, individuals must already have access to the social institutions connected to that Discourse—if you are not already in, don't expect to get in.

This argument is one of the issues that concerned my colleague. As she put it, Gee's argument suggests a dangerous kind of determinism as flagrant as that espoused by the geneticists: Instead of being locked into "your place" by your genes, you are now locked hopelessly into a lower-class status by your Discourse. Clearly such a stance can leave a teacher feeling powerless to effect change, and a student feeling hopeless that change can occur.

The second aspects of Gee's work that I find troubling suggests that an individual who is born into one Discourse with one set of values may experience major conflicts when attempting to acquire another Discourse with another set of values. Gee defines this as especially pertinent to "women and minorities," who, when they seek to acquire status Discourses, may be faced with adopting values that deny their primary identities. When teachers believe this acceptance of self-deprecatory values is inevitable in order for people of color to acquire status Discourses, then their sense of justice and fair play might hinder their teaching these Discourses.

If teachers were to adopt both of these premises suggested by Gee's work, not only would they view the acquisition of a new Discourse in a classroom impossible to achieve, they might also view the goal of acquiring such a Discourse questionable at best. The sensitive teacher might well conclude that even to try to teach a dominant Discourse to students who are members of a non-dominant, oppressed group would be to oppress them further. And it is this potential conclusion that concerns me. While I do agree that Discourses may embody conflicting values, I am also aware of many individuals, like Marge, who have faced and overcome the problems such a conflict might cause. I hope to provide another perspective on both of these premises.

Overcoming Obstacles to Acquisition

I begin with the stories of two successful African-American men because I believe one remedy to the paralysis suffered by many teachers is to bring to the fore the real people whose histories directly challenge unproductive beliefs. Clarence Cunningham, now a vice chancellor at the largest historically Black institution in the United States, grew up in a painfully poor community in rural Illinois. He attended an all-African-American elementary school in the 1930s in a community where the parents of most of the children never even considered attending high school. A school picture of a ragtag group of about 35 children hangs in his den. As he shows me that picture, he talks about the one boy who grew up to be a principal in Philadelphia, the one who is now a vice president of a major computer company, one who was recently elected attorney general of Chicago, another who is a vice president of Harris Bank in Chicago, and another who was the first Black pilot hired by a major airline. He points to a little girl who is now an administrator, another who is a union leader. Almost all of the children in the photo eventually left their home community, and almost all achieved impressive goals in life.

Another colleague and friend, Bill Trent, who is a professor and researcher at a major research university, has told me of growing up in inner-city Richmond, Virginia, "the capitol of the Confederacy" in the 1940s and '50s. His father, a cook, earned an eighth grade education by going to night school. His mother, a domestic, had a third grade education. Neither he nor his classmates had aspirations beyond their immediate environment. Yet many of these students completed college, and almost all were successful, many notable. They became teachers, ministers, an electronics wizard, state officials, and career Army officers. Among them also were tennis ace Arthur Ashe and the brothers Max and Randall Robinson, the national newscaster and the director of Trans-Africa, respectively.

How do these men explain the transformations that occurred in their classmates' and their lives? Both attribute their ability to transcend the circumstances into which they were born directly to their teachers. First, their teachers successfully taught what Gee calls the "superficial features" of middle-class Discourse—grammar, style, mechanics—features that Gee claims are particularly resistant to classroom instruction. And the students successfully learned them. These teachers also successfully taught the more subtle aspects of dominant Discourse. According to both Trent and Cunningham, their teachers insisted that students be able to speak
and write eloquently, maintain neatness, think carefully, exude character, and conduct themselves with decorum. They even found ways to mediate class differences by attending themselves to the hygiene of students who needed such attention—washing faces, cutting fingernails, and handing out deodorant.

Perhaps more significant than what they taught is what they believed. As Trent says, “They held visions of us that we could not imagine for ourselves. And they held those visions even when they themselves were denied entry into the larger White world. They were determined that, despite all odds, we would achieve.” In an era of overt racism when much was denied African Americans, the message drilled into students was, “The one thing people can’t take away from you is what’s between your ears.” The teachers of both men insisted that they achieve because, “You must do twice as well as White people to be considered half as good.”

As Cunningham says, “Those teachers pushed us, they wouldn’t let us fail. They’d say, ‘The world is tough out there, and you have to be tougher.’” Trent recalls that growing up in the “inner-city,” he had no conception of life beyond high school, but his high school teachers helped him to envision one. While he happily maintained a C average, putting all his energy into playing football, he experienced a turning point one day when his coach called him inside in the middle of practice. There, while he was still suited up for football, all of his teachers gathered to explain to him that if he thought he could continue making C’s and stay on the team, he had another thought coming. They were there to tell him that if he did not get his act together and make the grades they knew he was capable of, his football career would be over.

Like the teachers chronicled elsewhere in this issue (see Ladson-Billings), these teachers put in overtime to insure that the students were able to live up to their expectations. They set high standards and then carefully and explicitly instructed students in how to meet them. “You can and will do well,” they insisted, as they taught at break times, after school, and on weekends to insure that their students met their expectations. All of these teachers were able to teach the rules for dominant Discourses, helping students to succeed in mainstream America even though those students not only were born outside the realms of power and status but had no access to status institutions. These teachers were not themselves a part of the power elite or members of dominant Discourses. Yet they were able to provide the keys for their students’ entry into the larger world, never knowing if the doors would ever swing open to allow them in.

The renowned African-American sociologist, E. Franklin Frazier, also successfully acquired a Discourse into which he was not born. Born in poverty to unschooled parents, Frazier learned to want to learn from his teachers and from his self-taught father. He learned his lessons so well that his achievements provided what must be the ultimate proof of the ability to acquire a secondary dominant Discourse, no matter what one’s beginnings. After Frazier completed his master’s degree at Clark University, he went on to challenge many aspects of the White-dominated oppressive system of segregation. Ironically, when he received his degree from Clark, Frazier also received a reference from its president, G. Stanley Hall, who gave Frazier what he must have thought was the highest praise possible in a predominantly White university in 1920: “Mr. Frazier . . . seems to me to be quite gentlemanly and mentally White” (emphasis added, quoted in Platt, 1991, p. 15)—no better evidence of Frazier’s having successfully acquired the dominant Discourse of academe!

These stories illustrate that despite the difficulty entailed in the process, almost any African American who has become “successful” has done so by acquiring a Discourse other than the one into which she or he was born. And almost all can attribute that acquisition to the work of one or more committed teachers.

Acquisition and Transformation

But the issue is not only whether students can learn a dominant secondary Discourse in the classroom. Perhaps the more significant issue is, Should they attempt to do so? Gee contends that for those who have been barred from the mainstream, “acquisition of many mainstream Discourses . . . involves active complicity with values that conflict with one’s home and community-based Discourses” (p. 13). Undoubtedly, many students of color do reject literacy, for they feel that literate Discourses reject them. Kohl (1991) writes powerfully about individuals, young and old, who choose to “not-learn” what is expected of them rather than learn that which denies them their sense of who they are:
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Not-learning tends to take place when someone has to deal with unavoidable challenges to her or his personal and family loyalties, integrity, and identity. In such situations there are forced choices and no apparent middle ground. To agree to learn from a stranger who does not respect your integrity causes a major loss of self. The only alternative is to not-learn and reject the stranger’s world. (pp. 15-16)

I have met many radical or progressive teachers of literacy who believe that in order to remain true to their ideology, their role must be to empower and politicize their most disenfranchised students. Some of these teachers seek to empower by refusing to teach what Gee calls the superficial features (e.g., grammar, form, style) of dominant Discourses. Believing themselves to be contributing to their students’ liberation by de-emphasizing dominant Discourses, they seek instead to develop literacy solely within the language and style of the students’ home Discourse.

Feminist writer bell hooks (1989) writes of one of the consequences of this teaching methodology. During much of her post-secondary school career she was the only Black student in her writing courses. Whenever she would write a poem in Black southern dialect, the teachers and fellow students would praise her for using her “true authentic voice” and encourage her to write more in this voice (p. 11). Hooks writes of her frustration with these teachers who, like the teachers I describe, did not recognize the need for African-American students to have access to many voices, and who maintained their stance even when adult students or the parents of younger students demanded they do otherwise.

I am reminded of one educator of adult African-American veterans who insisted that her students needed to develop their “own voices” by developing “fluency” in their home language. Her students vociferously objected, demanding that they be taught grammar, punctuation, and “Standard English.” The teacher insisted that such a mode of study was “oppressive.” The students continued venting their objections in loud and certain tones. When asked why she thought her students had not developed “voice” when they were using their voices to loudly express their displeasure, she responded that it was “because of who they are,” that is, apparently because they were working-class, Black, and disagreed with her. Another educator of adults told me that she based her teaching on liberating principles. She voiced her anger with her mostly poor, working-class students because they rejected her pedagogy and “refused to be liberated.” There are many such stories to recount.

Several reasons can be given as to why students and parents of color take a position that differs from the well-intentioned position of the teachers I have described. First, they know that members of society need access to dominant Discourses in order to (legally) have access to economic power. Secondly, they know that such Discourses can be and have been acquired in classrooms because they know individuals who have done so. Third, and most significant to the point I wish to make now, they know that individuals have the ability to transform dominant Discourses for liberatory purposes—to engage in what Henry Louis Gates calls, “changing the joke and slipping the yoke” (quoted in Martin, 1990, p. 204), that is, using European philosophical and critical standards to challenge the tenets of European belief systems.

Hooks (1989) speaks of her Black women teachers in the segregated South as being the model from which she acquired both access to dominant Discourses and a sense of the validity of the primary Discourse of working-class African-American people. From their instruction, she learned that Black poets were capable of speaking in many voices, that the Dunbar who wrote in dialect was as valid as the Dunbar who wrote sonnets. She also learned from these women that she was capable of not only participating in the mainstream but redirecting its currents: “Their work was truly education for critical consciousness. . . . They were the teachers who conceptualized oppositional world views, who taught us young Black women to exult and glory in the power and beauty of our intellect. They offered to us a legacy of liberatory pedagogy that demanded active resistance and rebellion against sexism and racism” (p. 50).

Acquiring the ability to function in a dominant Discourse need not mean that one must reject one’s home identity and values, for Discourses are not static but are shaped, however reluctantly, by those who participate within them and by the form of their participation. Many who have played significant roles in fighting for the liberation of people of color have done so through the language of dominant Discourses, from Frederick Douglass to Ida Mae Wells, to
Mary McCloud Bethune, to Martin Luther King, to Malcolm X. As did hooks's teachers, I believe today's teachers can help economically disenfranchised students and students-of-color both to acquire the dominant Discourses and to transform them. How is the teacher to accomplish this? I suggest several possibilities.

**What Can Teachers Do?**

Teachers must acknowledge and validate students' home language without using it to limit students' potential. Students' home Discourses are vital to their perception of self and sense of community connectedness. One Native-American college student I know says he cannot write in standard English when he writes about his village “because that's about me!” Then he must use his own “village English” or his voice rings hollow even to himself.

Jordon (1988) has written a powerful essay about teaching a course in Black English and the class's decision to write a letter of protest in that language when the brother of one of the students was killed by police. The point must not be to eliminate students' home languages but rather to add other voices and Discourses to their repertoires. As hooks (1989) and Gates (1986) have poignantly reminded us, racism and oppression must be fought on as many fronts and in as many voices as we can muster.

Teachers must recognize the conflict Gee details between students' home Discourses and the Discourse of school. They must understand that students who appear to be unable to learn are in many instances choosing to “not learn,” as Kohl puts it, choosing to maintain their sense of identity in the face of what they perceive as a painful choice between allegiance to “them” or “us.” The teacher, however, can reduce this sense of choice by transforming the new Discourse so that it contains within it a place for the students' selves. To do so, they must saturate the dominant Discourse with new meanings, must wrest from it a place for the glorification of their students and their forebears.

This is what noted educator Jaime Escalante did when he prepared poor Latino students to pass the tests for advanced calculus while everyone else thought they would do well to learn fractions. In a line from the movie chronicling his success, *Stand and Deliver* (Musca & Menendez, 1988), he entreated his students, “You have to learn math. The Mayans discovered zero. Math is in your blood!” And this is what those who seek to create what has been called “Afrocentric” curricula do. They seek to illuminate for students (and their teachers) a world in which people with brown and black skin have achieved greatness and have developed a large part of what is considered the great classical tradition.

They also seek to teach students about those who have taken the language born in Europe and transformed it into an emancipatory vehicle. In the mouths and pens of Bill Trent, Clarence Cunningham, bell hooks, Henry Louis Gates, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, and countless others, the “language of the master” has been used for liberatory ends. Students can learn of that rich legacy, and they can also learn that they are its inheritors and rightful heirs.

A final role teachers can take is to acknowledge the unfair “Discourse-stacking” that our society engages in. They can discuss openly the injustices of allowing certain people to succeed, based not upon merit but upon which family they were born into, which Discourse they had access to as children. The students, of course, already know this, but the open acknowledgment of it in the very institution that facilitates the sorting process is liberating in itself.

After acknowledging the inequity of the system, the teacher's stance can then be, “Let me show you how to cheat!” And, of course, to cheat is to learn the Discourse that would otherwise be used to exclude them from participating in and transforming the mainstream. This is what many Black teachers of the segregated South intended when they, like the teachers of Bill Trent and Clarence Cunningham, told their students they *had* to “do better than those White kids.” We can again let our students know they can resist a system that seeks to limit them to the bottom rung of the social and economic ladder.

Gee may not agree with my analysis of his work, for, in truth, his writings are so multi-faceted as not to be easily reduced to simplistic positions. But that is not the issue. The point is that some aspects of his work can be disturbing for the African-American reader, and reinforcing for those who choose—wrongly, but for the “right” reasons—not to educate Black and poor children.

Individuals can learn the “superficial features” of dominant Discourses, as well as the more subtle aspects, and if placed in proper
context, acquiring those linguistic forms and literate styles need not be “bowing before the master.” Rather, the acquisition can provide a way both to turn the sorting system on its head and to make available one more voice for resisting and reshaping an oppressive system. This is the alternative perspective I want to give to teachers of poor children and children of color, and this is the perspective I hope will end the paralysis and set teachers free to teach, and thereby to liberate. When teachers are committed to teaching all students, and when they understand that through their teaching change can occur, the chance for transformation is great.

Notes
1. The stories are based on conversations with Clarence Cunningham and Bill Trent in April 1991.
2. Gee’s position here is somewhat different. He argues that grammar and form should be taught in classrooms, but that students will never acquire them with sufficient fluency as to gain entry into dominant Discourses. Rather, he states, such teaching is important because it allows students to gain “meta-knowledge” of how language works, which in turn “leads to the ability to manipulate, to analyze, to resist while advancing” (p. 13).
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